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Summary 
Dan Sullivan, LP Lawrence, Derek Bristol, Alexander Hesler and Wesley Devenyns visited 
Narrows Cave in Williams Canyon with goal of completing an effort to improve the fixed 
anchors and ropes that was begun in February, 2012.  A new 12’ rope ladder was used to replace 
the 15’ rope ladder previously installed.  New stainless bolts were placed at the ladder climb and 
a new static handline was installed using these bolts to facilitate making this pitch easier and 
safer.  A new bolt was added in Idiots Paradise and the rope re-rigged to simplify ascending and 
descending this pitch.  Finally, new bolts were added to replace unreliable concrete anchors on a 
couple of handlines in the pit/canyon series at the bottom of Stratigraphic Pit. 
 
Resurrection Dome 
This is the short (~20’) loose climb just on the far side of the tubular environmental gate.  
The hangers on these bolts were replaced with equivalent SS hangers marked with the 
database ID#, and the bolts were tightened to 30 ft-lbs using a torque wrench.  A 5mm SS 
quick-link on the upper bolt was replaced with a stronger 8mm SS quick-link.  The tail 
end of the rope had a cut in the sheath so the rope was cut short at the base of the dome, 
which removes the bad spot and eliminates excess rope.   
 
Ladder Pitch 
The steel playground ladder that had been de-rigged on a previous trip was removed from 
the cave during a work trip on 3/17/2012.  The 15’ rope ladder that had been installed in 
its place was difficult to use due to being rigged too low and having small diameter rungs 
that tend to lie against the wall.  Also, the handline tied to the bottom of this ladder 
caused the ladder to twist and rub against the wall.  A new 12’ rope ladder made from 
hollow 1” square fiber glass rungs was used to replace the 15’ rope ladder.  The same 
W3P2 1” webbing anchor was utilized, but the new ladder was rigged higher and 
attached with an 8mm SS quick-link.  This new ladder is the correct length to easily reach 
the sloping ledge mid way down the climb, and the stiff square rungs are easier to get 
hands and feet into.  Knots above and below these rungs keep the rungs from moving out 
of place.   
 
Two new 3/8 x 3” Hilti KB3 SS wedge bolts were placed in the wall above the ladder 
anchor.  Another similar bolt was placed in the wall above the sloping ledge near the 
bottom of the ladder.  An 11mm Bluewater II static rope was rigged to the upper two 
bolts with a double figure-8 and attached with two 8mm SS quick-links.  The rope was 
also rigged to the rebelay bolt using an 8mm SS quick-link with a loop of slack.  The 
rope easily reaches the bottom of the pitch with the excess tied in a coil.  A few knots 
were placed in this handline to facilitate the climb up.  The bottom half of the pitch is a 
steep slope that can now be easily climbed or descended using the handline, which no 
longer pulls the ladder out of position and avoids rub points by utilizing the rebelay bolt.  
The top of the pitch is easily climbed using a combination of the handline and rope 
ladder, and the handline can be utilized for a self-belay if desired. 
 



These 3 bolts were equipped with Fixe SS hangers and tightened to 20 ft-lbs with a 
torque wrench (per their specification).  Labels were not placed but will be added on a 
later trip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ladder pitch anchor schematic 

 
 
Idiots Paradise 
A second bolt was added to the anchor on the far side of the fissure in Idiots Paradise (a 
3/8 x 3” Hilti KB3 SS wedge bolt with Fixe SS hanger and 8mm SS quick-link).  The 
rope was re-rigged so that this 2-bolt anchor is now the primary anchor with one end of 
the rope extending to the bottom of the pit, and the other end of the rope acting as a 
traverse line going to the 2-bolt anchor at the Escape Passage (crawl leading to Alcatraz).  
The rope going up Mikey’s climb was untied from the main rope and it was left to hang 
free with a knot in the end.  A rope pad made from fire hose was added to the main rope 
about 5’ below the anchor where it first contacts the rock, and this was attached to the 
rope with a thin Prusik cord.  It is now easy to use the main rope to ascend or descend the 
pit with or without vertical gear utilizing the main anchor.  The traverse line to or from 
the Escape Passage can be negotiated with a handled ascender or cowstail, or simply by 
using it as a handline.  This rigging allows more options for more people and reduces 
complexity by utilizing only one rope. 
 



The hangers on CEL1-03 and CEL1-04 were replaced with similar SS hangers marked 
with the database ID# and the nuts were tightened to 30 ft-lbs with a torque wrench.  The 
new Hilti bolt was tightened to 20 ft-lbs and a label will be installed later. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Idiots Paradise anchor schematic 

 
Stratigraphic Pit 
The hangers at the top anchor at Stratigraphic Pit were replaced with similar SS hangers 
marked with the database ID# and the nuts were re-torqued.  There was some evidence of 
mold growth on this rope, despite the fact that it was an older rope.  This isn’t a 
significant safety concern and will not impact its strength.  The pit was descended and the 
rope was found to reach an intermediate ledge and continue to the bottom of a narrow 
canyon just below.  The rope just reaches the first ledge in this lower canyon and can be 
used with SRT gear or as a handline.  There is a knot in the end of the rope for safety. 
 
Below the pit and first pitch of the canyon is another vertical canyon that is 10-15’ deep.  
This was rigged with a ~12’ piece of Bluewater II rigged to a single concrete anchor and 
home-made steel hanger.  This bolt and anchor were removed and a new 12mm x 75mm 
SS Fixe Triplex bolt was placed.  This was equipped with a SS hanger and 8mm SS 
quick-link. 



 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Stratigraphic Pit anchor schematic 

 
Future Work 
Most of the regularly used anchors and ropes in Narrows Cave are now in good shape.  
There are a couple places that use very short handlines from a red dynamic climbing rope 
that were installed about 16 years ago.  These are not life-critical equipment, but will be 
replaced as time and opportunity allow.  One of these is between Alcatraz and 
Stratigraphic Pit and another is at a traverse at the top of Spring Canyon.   
 
The rope and anchors at the top of Inquisition Dome were not inspected, but will likely 
need to be replaced.  This rope appears to be a black Bluewater static rope in good 
condition, but the anchors and upper portion of the rope can not be inspected without 
ascending the rope.  There are also ropes and anchors reportedly installed in Great 
Western that will need to be inspected at some point.  We would like to install SS labels 
on the 7 bolts added during this trip for ease of tracking later. 
 
The team would like to thank Cave of the Winds management and the Williams Canyon 
Project for their support of this effort. 
 



Table 1.  Database list of ropes in Narrows Cave 
Cave Name CCS ID# Rope ID# Rope Type Rope Length Rope Diameter Date Purchased Date Installed Installer Labeled in Cave Area Installed Notes

Narrows CEL1 CEL1-L1 Rope Ladder 12ft 7mm cord 03-Feb-12 18-Mar-12 Bristol TRUE Ladder pitch
Replaces metal playground ladder.  New ladder goes from top of 
canyon to sloping ledge half way down.

Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R1 PMI Max-Wear 99ft 11mm 01-Jan-94 04-Feb-12 Bristol TRUE Stratigraphic Pit (upper) Rope in good, but not new condition.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R2 PMI Pit Rope 67ft 11mm 01-Jun-11 Polk, Reames FALSE Idiots Paradise Installed new in 2011.  Rope showing mold growth in 2012.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R3 Bluewater tactical? ~65ft 1/2in FALSE Resurrection Dome Moved from Stratigraphic Pit to Ressurection Dome on 2/4/12

Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R4 Red dynamic kernmantle ~30ft 11mm FALSE
10' climb between Alcatraz and 
Stratigraphic Pit

Rope is well rigged and in good condition on 2/4/12.  Not used for life 
support.

Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R5 Bluewater II 12ft 11mm FALSE Stratigraphic Pit (middle) Short handline in canyon below Strat. Pit.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R6 Bluewater II 30ft 11mm FALSE Stratigraphic Pit (lower) Knotted handline in 15' vertical pit below Strat. Pit.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R7 Bluewater II ~80ft 11mm 18-Mar-12 Sullivan FALSE Ladder pitch Rigged as handline along side ladder.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R8 Red dynamic kernmantle ~20ft 11mm FALSE Spring Canyon Rigged as handline at exposed traverse at top of Spring Canyon.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R9 Bluewater II ~30ft 11mm FALSE Inquisition Dome (lower) Rigged as handline to natural anchor with webbing.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R10 Bluewater tactical? ? 1/2in FALSE Inquisition Dome (upper) Rigged to bolts above but out of sight.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-R11 Bluewater II ? 11mm Frazier FALSE Mikey's climb Rigged to natural anchor above.  
 
 
Table 2.  Database list of anchors in Narrows Cave 

Cave Name CCS ID# Anchor ID# Attached Rope ID# Bolt Type Bolt Material Bolt Diameter Bolt Length Hanger Type Hanger Material Maillon Date Installed Installer Name Installed torque Labeled Area Installed Notes
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-01 CEL1-R1 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Petzl Coeur SS (25kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 04-Feb-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb TRUE Stratigraphic Pit (upper) Right bolt of 2-bolt anchor
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-02 CEL1-R1 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Petzl Coeur SS (25kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 04-Feb-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb TRUE Stratigraphic Pit (upper) Left bolt of 2-bolt anchor
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-03 CEL1-R2 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 04-Feb-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb TRUE Idiots Paradise Lower bolt at top anchor
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-04 CEL1-R2 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 04-Feb-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb TRUE Idiots Paradise Far end of hand-line traverse
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-05 CEL1-R3 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 55mm Metolius Enviro Hanger SS (22kN) Stainless Steel 5mm SS 04-Feb-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb TRUE Resurrection Dome At end of traverse
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-06 CEL1-R3 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 55mm Metolius Enviro Hanger SS (22kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 04-Feb-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb TRUE Resurrection Dome At top of pit
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-07 CEL1-R2 Petzl Long Life Stainless Steel 12mm 47mm (spit) Petzl Coeur SS (25kN) Stainless Steel 10mm PS 01-Jun-11 Polk, Reames NA FALSE Idiots Paradise Upper bolt at top anchor
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-08 CEL1-R2 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 20 ft-lb FALSE Idiots Paradise Far end of hand-lin traverse
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-09 CEL1-R7 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 20 ft-lb FALSE Ladder pitch Left of 2 bolts at top of ladder.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-10 CEL1-R7 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 20 ft-lb FALSE Ladder pitch Right of 2 bolts at top of ladder pitch.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-11 CEL1-R7 Hilti Wedge Stainless Steel 3/8 in 3 in Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 20 ft-lb FALSE Ladder pitch Rebelay bolt at ledge half way down.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-12 CEL1-R5 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb FALSE Stratigraphic Pit (middle) Single anchor for short handline.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-13 CEL1-R6 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb FALSE Stratigraphic Pit (lower) Backup bolt of 2 bolt anchor.
Narrows CEL1 CEL1-14 CEL1-R6 Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel 12mm 75mm Fixe SS (30kN) Stainless Steel 8mm SS 18-Mar-12 Bristol, Derek 30 ft-lb FALSE Stratigraphic Pit (lower) Main bolt of 2 bolt anchor.  


